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28_HOS_09_11 a bird from 

 28_HOS_09_11 a bird from the 

 28_HOS_11_11 a bird out 

 28_HOS_11_11 a bird out of 

 28_HOS_06_08 a city of 

 28_HOS_04_01 a controversy with 

 28_HOS_04_01 a controversy with the 

 28_HOS_12_01 a covenant with 

 28_HOS_12_01 a covenant with the 

 28_HOS_01_06 a daughter and 

 28_HOS_07_16 a deceitful bow 

 28_HOS_02_15 a door of 

 28_HOS_02_03 a dry land 

 28_HOS_08_14 a fire upon 

 28_HOS_07_06 a flaming fire 

 28_HOS_13_10 a king And 

 28_HOS_13_11 a king in 

 28_HOS_04_16 a large place 

 28_HOS_05_14 a lion and 

 28_HOS_01_04 a little while 

 28_HOS_09_12 a man left 

 28_HOS_06_09 a man so 

 28_HOS_11_04 a man with 

 28_HOS_05_12 a moth and 

 28_HOS_10_06 a present to 

 28_HOS_12_13 a Prophet was 

 28_HOS_03_04 a sacrifice and 

 28_HOS_13_13 a travailing woman 

 28_HOS_04_12 a whoring from 

 28_HOS_12_12 a wife and 

 28_HOS_01_02 a wife of 

 28_HOS_08_09 A wild ass 

 28_HOS_02_03 a wilderness and 

 28_HOS_05_14 a young lion 

 28_HOS_12_02 according to his 

 28_HOS_12_02 according to his ways 

 28_HOS_03_01 according to the 

 28_HOS_10_01 according to the 

 28_HOS_10_01 According to the multitude 

 28_HOS_13_02 according to their 

 28_HOS_13_06 according to their 

 28_HOS_07_04 after he hath 

 28_HOS_02_07 after her lovers 

 28_HOS_02_13 after her lovers 

 28_HOS_11_10 after the LORD 

 28_HOS_05_08 after thee O 

 28_HOS_06_02 After two days 

 28_HOS_01_06 again and bare 

 28_HOS_01_06 again and bare a 

 28_HOS_04_07 against me therefore 

 28_HOS_10_09 against the children 

 28_HOS_10_09 against the children of 

 28_HOS_08_01 against the house 

 28_HOS_08_01 against the house of 

 28_HOS_05_07 against the LORD 

 28_HOS_01_01 Ahaz and Hezekiah 

 28_HOS_01_01 Ahaz and Hezekiah kings 

 28_HOS_09_08 all his ways 

 28_HOS_09_08 all his ways and 

 28_HOS_14_02 all iniquity and 

 28_HOS_13_02 all of it 

 28_HOS_07_06 all the night 



 28_HOS_09_15 all their wickedness 

 28_HOS_04_03 also shall be 

 28_HOS_04_05 also shall fall 

 28_HOS_05_05 also shall fall 

 28_HOS_04_05 also shall fall with 

 28_HOS_05_05 also shall fall with 

 28_HOS_11_03 also to go 

 28_HOS_09_12 also to them 

 28_HOS_08_11 altars shall be 

 28_HOS_14_08 am like a 

 28_HOS_14_08 am like a green 

 28_HOS_12_09 am the LORD 

 28_HOS_13_04 am the LORD 

 28_HOS_12_09 am the LORD thy 

 28_HOS_13_04 am the LORD thy 

 28_HOS_13_15 among his brethren 

 28_HOS_08_08 among the Gentiles 

 28_HOS_08_10 among the nations 

 28_HOS_09_17 among the nations 

 28_HOS_07_08 among the people 

 28_HOS_07_07 among them that 

 28_HOS_10_14 among thy people 

 28_HOS_13_15 an east wind 

 28_HOS_03_04 an ephod and 

 28_HOS_03_02 an homer of 

 28_HOS_06_10 an horrible thing 

 28_HOS_03_04 an image and 

 28_HOS_07_07 an oven and 

 28_HOS_02_11 and all her 

 28_HOS_10_14 and all thy 

 28_HOS_03_02 and an half 

 28_HOS_05_14 and as a 

 28_HOS_11_11 and as a 

 28_HOS_02_15 and as in 

 28_HOS_02_15 and as in the 

 28_HOS_06_04 and as the 

 28_HOS_13_03 and as the 

 28_HOS_06_04 and as the early 

 28_HOS_13_03 and as the early 

 28_HOS_01_06 and bare a 

 28_HOS_01_08 and bare a 

 28_HOS_01_08 and bare a son 

 28_HOS_01_03 and bare him 

 28_HOS_01_03 and bare him a 

 28_HOS_04_13 and burn incense 

 28_HOS_04_13 and burn incense upon 

 28_HOS_12_13 and by a 

 28_HOS_12_13 and by a prophet 

 28_HOS_12_13 and by a prophet 

 28_HOS_12_03 and by his 

 28_HOS_12_03 and by his strength 

 28_HOS_14_05 and cast forth 

 28_HOS_01_02 and children of 

 28_HOS_04_15 and come not 

 28_HOS_03_05 and David their 

 28_HOS_03_05 and David their king 

 28_HOS_11_06 and devour them 

 28_HOS_08_13 and eat it 

 28_HOS_10_11 and Ephraim is 

 28_HOS_04_03 and every one 

 28_HOS_04_03 and every one that 

 28_HOS_12_01 and followeth after 

 28_HOS_03_02 And for an 

 28_HOS_09_11 and from the 



 28_HOS_01_06 And God said 

 28_HOS_01_06 and God said unto 

 28_HOS_07_07 and have devoured 

 28_HOS_13_02 and have made 

 28_HOS_13_02 and have made them 

 28_HOS_07_09 and he knoweth it 

 28_HOS_06_03 and he shall 

 28_HOS_14_09 and he shall 

 28_HOS_06_03 and he shall come 

 28_HOS_06_01 And he will 

 28_HOS_01_01 and Hezekiah kings 

 28_HOS_01_01 and Hezekiah kings of 

 28_HOS_12_14 and his reproach 

 28_HOS_12_14 and his reproach shall 

 28_HOS_12_10 and I have 

 28_HOS_08_04 and I knew 

 28_HOS_03_03 And I said 

 28_HOS_03_03 And I said unto 

 28_HOS_11_04 and I was 

 28_HOS_01_04 And I will 

 28_HOS_01_09 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_04 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_12 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_12 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_13 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_15 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_18 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_19 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_23 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_23 And I will 

 28_HOS_04_05 And I will 

 28_HOS_04_09 And I will 

 28_HOS_11_09 And I will 

 28_HOS_11_11 And I will 

 28_HOS_02_18 And I will break 

 28_HOS_02_12 And I will destroy 

 28_HOS_04_05 And I will destroy 

 28_HOS_02_15 And I will give 

 28_HOS_02_23 and I will have 

 28_HOS_02_12 And I will make 

 28_HOS_01_09 and I will not 

 28_HOS_02_04 and I will not 

 28_HOS_11_09 and I will not 

 28_HOS_04_09 And I will punish 

 28_HOS_02_23 and I will say 

 28_HOS_02_23 And I will sow 

 28_HOS_02_19 and in judgment 

 28_HOS_02_19 and in judgment and 

 28_HOS_02_18 And in that 

 28_HOS_02_18 And in that day 

 28_HOS_01_01 And in the 

 28_HOS_09_05 And in the 

 28_HOS_09_05 and in the day 

 28_HOS_01_01 And in the days 

 28_HOS_12_12 And Israel served 

 28_HOS_10_06 and Israel shall 

 28_HOS_10_06 and Israel shall be 

 28_HOS_01_05 and it shall 

 28_HOS_01_10 and it shall 

 28_HOS_02_16 and it shall 

 28_HOS_02_21 and it shall 

 28_HOS_08_14 and it shall 

 28_HOS_02_16 and it shall be 

 28_HOS_01_05 and it shall come 



 28_HOS_01_10 and it shall come 

 28_HOS_02_21 and it shall come 

 28_HOS_08_14 and it shall devour 

 28_HOS_05_13 And Judah saw 

 28_HOS_06_01 and let us 

 28_HOS_02_06 and make a 

 28_HOS_02_03 and make her 

 28_HOS_02_05 and my flax 

 28_HOS_02_09 and my flax 

 28_HOS_11_07 and my people 

 28_HOS_11_07 and my people are 

 28_HOS_02_05 and my water 

 28_HOS_04_11 and new wine 

 28_HOS_02_10 and none shall 

 28_HOS_05_14 and none shall 

 28_HOS_02_10 and none shall deliver 

 28_HOS_04_10 and not have 

 28_HOS_11_09 and not man 

 28_HOS_06_06 and not sacrifice 

 28_HOS_13_02 And now they 

 28_HOS_14_08 and observed him 

 28_HOS_02_08 and oil and 

 28_HOS_02_07 and return to 

 28_HOS_05_15 and return to 

 28_HOS_02_07 and return to my 

 28_HOS_05_15 and return to my 

 28_HOS_05_15 and seek my 

 28_HOS_05_15 and seek my face 

 28_HOS_03_05 and seek the LORD 

 28_HOS_05_13 and sent to 

 28_HOS_02_03 and set her 

 28_HOS_03_05 and shall fear 

 28_HOS_03_05 and shall fear the 

 28_HOS_04_10 and shall not 

 28_HOS_02_16 and shalt call 

 28_HOS_01_06 and she conceived 

 28_HOS_01_06 And she conceived again 

 28_HOS_02_07 and she shall 

 28_HOS_02_07 and she shall 

 28_HOS_02_15 and she shall 

 28_HOS_02_13 And she went 

 28_HOS_02_13 and she went after 

 28_HOS_02_14 and speak comfortably 

 28_HOS_02_14 and speak comfortably unto 

 28_HOS_02_09 and take away 

 28_HOS_02_18 and the battle 

 28_HOS_02_12 and the beasts 

 28_HOS_02_12 and the beasts of 

 28_HOS_01_11 And the children 

 28_HOS_01_11 And the children of 

 28_HOS_02_22 and the earth 

 28_HOS_02_22 and the earth shall 

 28_HOS_09_07 and the great 

 28_HOS_11_12 and the house 

 28_HOS_11_12 and the house of 

 28_HOS_14_09 and the just 

 28_HOS_06_06 and the knowledge 

 28_HOS_06_06 and the knowledge of 

 28_HOS_01_02 And the LORD 

 28_HOS_01_04 And the LORD 

 28_HOS_01_02 And the LORD said 

 28_HOS_01_04 And the LORD said 

 28_HOS_09_02 and the new wine 

 28_HOS_02_22 and the oil 



 28_HOS_02_22 and the oil and 

 28_HOS_10_10 and the people 

 28_HOS_10_10 and the people shall 

 28_HOS_07_10 and the pride 

 28_HOS_07_10 and the pride of 

 28_HOS_10_05 and the priests 

 28_HOS_10_05 and the priests thereof 

 28_HOS_07_03 and the princes 

 28_HOS_04_05 And the prophet 

 28_HOS_02_18 and the sword 

 28_HOS_11_06 and the sword 

 28_HOS_07_01 and the troop 

 28_HOS_07_01 and the troop of 

 28_HOS_02_15 and the valley 

 28_HOS_02_15 and the valley of 

 28_HOS_07_01 and the wickedness of 

 28_HOS_02_22 and the wine 

 28_HOS_02_22 and the wine and 

 28_HOS_09_02 and the winepress 

 28_HOS_13_06 and their heart 

 28_HOS_12_04 and there he 

 28_HOS_04_09 And there shall 

 28_HOS_04_09 And there shall be 

 28_HOS_13_08 And there will 

 28_HOS_13_08 And there will I 

 28_HOS_07_10 and they do 

 28_HOS_12_01 and they do 

 28_HOS_04_12 and they have 

 28_HOS_05_04 and they have 

 28_HOS_07_14 and they have 

 28_HOS_07_14 and they have 

 28_HOS_07_14 and they have not 

 28_HOS_04_08 And they set 

 28_HOS_01_11 and they shall 

 28_HOS_02_17 and they shall 

 28_HOS_02_21 and they shall 

 28_HOS_02_22 and they shall 

 28_HOS_02_23 and they shall 

 28_HOS_04_19 and they shall 

 28_HOS_08_07 and they shall 

 28_HOS_08_10 and they shall 

 28_HOS_09_03 and they shall 

 28_HOS_09_17 and they shall 

 28_HOS_10_08 and they shall 

 28_HOS_04_19 and they shall be 

 28_HOS_09_17 and they shall be 

 28_HOS_01_11 and they shall come 

 28_HOS_09_03 and they shall eat 

 28_HOS_02_21 and they shall hear 

 28_HOS_02_22 and they shall hear 

 28_HOS_02_17 And they shall no 

 28_HOS_02_23 and they shall say 

 28_HOS_10_08 and they shall say 

 28_HOS_02_20 and thou shalt 

 28_HOS_03_03 and thou shalt 

 28_HOS_13_04 and thou shalt 

 28_HOS_02_20 and thou shalt know 

 28_HOS_13_04 and thou shalt know 

 28_HOS_03_03 And thou shalt not 

 28_HOS_13_10 and thy judges 

 28_HOS_05_12 and to the 

 28_HOS_10_08 and to the 

 28_HOS_10_08 and to the hills 

 28_HOS_05_12 and to the house 



 28_HOS_02_01 and to your 

 28_HOS_13_11 and took him 

 28_HOS_14_02 and turn to 

 28_HOS_08_13 and visit their 

 28_HOS_08_13 and visit their sins 

 28_HOS_06_02 and we shall 

 28_HOS_01_04 and will cause 

 28_HOS_02_18 and will make 

 28_HOS_02_18 and will make them 

 28_HOS_01_07 and will not 

 28_HOS_12_02 and will punish 

 28_HOS_01_07 and will save 

 28_HOS_01_07 and will save them 

 28_HOS_02_08 and wine and 

 28_HOS_04_11 and wine and 

 28_HOS_07_14 and wine and 

 28_HOS_02_18 and with the 

 28_HOS_04_03 and with the 

 28_HOS_02_18 and with the fowls 

 28_HOS_04_03 and with the fowls 

 28_HOS_05_06 and with their 

 28_HOS_03_04 and without a 

 28_HOS_14_04 anger is turned 

 28_HOS_14_04 anger is turned away 

 28_HOS_14_03 any more to 

 28_HOS_06_05 are as the 

 28_HOS_08_09 are gone up 

 28_HOS_12_07 are in his 

 28_HOS_07_16 are like a 

 28_HOS_01_09 Are not my 

 28_HOS_01_10 Are not my 

 28_HOS_01_09 are not my people 

 28_HOS_01_10 are not my people 

 28_HOS_14_03 are our gods 

 28_HOS_14_09 are right and 

 28_HOS_01_10 are the sons 

 28_HOS_01_10 are the sons of 

 28_HOS_02_23 art my God 

 28_HOS_02_23 art my people 

 28_HOS_11_11 as a bird 

 28_HOS_11_11 as a bird out 

 28_HOS_11_11 as a dove 

 28_HOS_04_16 as a lamb 

 28_HOS_05_14 as a lion 

 28_HOS_13_07 as a lion 

 28_HOS_05_14 as a lion and 

 28_HOS_05_12 as a moth 

 28_HOS_05_12 as a moth and 

 28_HOS_02_03 as a wilderness 

 28_HOS_02_03 as a wilderness and 

 28_HOS_05_14 as a young lion 

 28_HOS_08_01 As an eagle 

 28_HOS_10_11 as an heifer 

 28_HOS_07_04 as an oven 

 28_HOS_07_07 as an oven 

 28_HOS_07_07 as an oven and 

 28_HOS_12_11 as heaps in the 

 28_HOS_12_11 as heaps in the 

 28_HOS_09_13 as I saw 

 28_HOS_02_03 as in the 

 28_HOS_02_15 as in the 

 28_HOS_09_09 as in the 

 28_HOS_12_09 as in the 

 28_HOS_02_03 as in the day 



 28_HOS_02_15 as in the day 

 28_HOS_09_09 as in the days 

 28_HOS_12_09 as in the days 

 28_HOS_13_03 as the chaff 

 28_HOS_14_05 as the dew 

 28_HOS_06_04 as the early 

 28_HOS_13_03 as the early 

 28_HOS_06_04 as the early dew 

 28_HOS_13_03 as the early dew 

 28_HOS_06_03 as the latter 

 28_HOS_06_05 as the light 

 28_HOS_14_05 As the lily 

 28_HOS_06_03 as the morning 

 28_HOS_13_03 as the morning 

 28_HOS_06_03 as the morning and 

 28_HOS_14_06 as the olive 

 28_HOS_01_10 as the sand 

 28_HOS_01_10 as the sand of 

 28_HOS_04_04 as they that 

 28_HOS_11_04 as they that 

 28_HOS_04_07 as they were 

 28_HOS_04_12 ask counsel at 

 28_HOS_11_11 Assyria and I 

 28_HOS_11_11 Assyria and I will 

 28_HOS_01_05 At that day 

 28_HOS_02_16 At that day 

 28_HOS_02_16 at that day saith 

 28_HOS_13_03 away as the 

 28_HOS_09_17 away because they 

 28_HOS_14_04 away from him 

 28_HOS_05_14 away I will 

 28_HOS_09_11 away like a 

 28_HOS_04_11 away the heart 

 28_HOS_01_06 bare a daughter 

 28_HOS_01_06 bare a daughter and 

 28_HOS_01_08 bare a son 

 28_HOS_01_03 bare him a 

 28_HOS_01_03 bare him a son 

 28_HOS_09_12 be a man 

 28_HOS_08_08 be among the 

 28_HOS_08_08 be among the Gentiles 

 28_HOS_01_10 be as the 

 28_HOS_13_03 be as the 

 28_HOS_14_05 be as the 

 28_HOS_14_06 be as the 

 28_HOS_14_07 be as the 

 28_HOS_13_03 be as the morning 

 28_HOS_01_10 be as the sand 

 28_HOS_04_19 be ashamed because 

 28_HOS_10_06 be ashamed of 

 28_HOS_02_16 be at that 

 28_HOS_02_16 be at that day 

 28_HOS_08_06 be broken in 

 28_HOS_08_06 be broken in pieces 

 28_HOS_08_04 be cut off 

 28_HOS_10_15 be cut off 

 28_HOS_05_09 be desolate in 

 28_HOS_05_09 be desolate in the 

 28_HOS_08_05 be ere they 

 28_HOS_01_11 be gathered together 

 28_HOS_13_14 be hid from 

 28_HOS_01_10 be said unto 

 28_HOS_04_03 be taken away 

 28_HOS_02_04 be the children 



 28_HOS_02_04 be the children of 

 28_HOS_01_11 be the day 

 28_HOS_05_12 be unto Ephraim 

 28_HOS_05_14 be unto Ephraim 

 28_HOS_05_12 be unto Ephraim as 

 28_HOS_05_14 be unto Ephraim as 

 28_HOS_08_11 be unto him 

 28_HOS_09_04 be unto them 

 28_HOS_13_07 be unto them 

 28_HOS_13_07 be unto them as 

 28_HOS_01_09 be your God 

 28_HOS_02_12 beasts of the 

 28_HOS_02_18 beasts of the 

 28_HOS_04_03 beasts of the 

 28_HOS_02_12 beasts of the field 

 28_HOS_02_18 beasts of the field 

 28_HOS_04_03 beasts of the field 

 28_HOS_04_03 beasts of the field 

 28_HOS_10_05 because it is 

 28_HOS_10_05 because of the 

 28_HOS_04_19 because of their 

 28_HOS_11_06 because of their 

 28_HOS_10_15 because of your 

 28_HOS_04_01 because there is 

 28_HOS_04_01 because there is no 

 28_HOS_04_10 because they have 

 28_HOS_07_13 because they have 

 28_HOS_08_01 because they have 

 28_HOS_07_13 because they have transgressed 

 28_HOS_04_06 Because thou hast 

 28_HOS_04_06 Because thou hast rejected 

 28_HOS_05_01 because ye have 

 28_HOS_05_01 because ye have been 

 28_HOS_07_02 before my face 

 28_HOS_01_02 beginning of the 

 28_HOS_02_06 behold I will 

 28_HOS_02_14 behold I will 

 28_HOS_12_04 Bethel and there 

 28_HOS_02_19 betroth thee unto 

 28_HOS_02_20 betroth thee unto 

 28_HOS_02_19 betroth thee unto me 

 28_HOS_02_19 betroth thee unto me 

 28_HOS_13_12 bound up his 

 28_HOS_02_18 bow and the 

 28_HOS_02_05 bread and my 

 28_HOS_02_05 bread and my water 

 28_HOS_10_02 break down their 

 28_HOS_01_05 break the bow 

 28_HOS_01_05 break the bow of 

 28_HOS_10_12 Break up your 

 28_HOS_10_12 Break up your fallow 

 28_HOS_13_13 breaking forth of 

 28_HOS_07_12 bring them down 

 28_HOS_10_01 bringeth forth fruit 

 28_HOS_08_06 broken in pieces 

 28_HOS_12_13 brought Israel out 

 28_HOS_12_13 brought Israel out of 

 28_HOS_08_10 burden of the 

 28_HOS_04_13 burn incense upon 

 28_HOS_04_13 burn incense upon the 

 28_HOS_11_02 burned incense to 

 28_HOS_09_03 but Ephraim shall 

 28_HOS_09_13 but Ephraim shall 

 28_HOS_01_06 But I will 



 28_HOS_01_07 But I will 

 28_HOS_08_14 But I will 

 28_HOS_08_14 but I will send 

 28_HOS_08_04 but not by 

 28_HOS_08_04 but not by me 

 28_HOS_07_16 but not to 

 28_HOS_02_07 but shall not 

 28_HOS_08_13 But the LORD 

 28_HOS_14_09 But the transgressors 

 28_HOS_14_09 But the transgressors shall 

 28_HOS_05_06 but they shall 

 28_HOS_05_06 but they shall not 

 28_HOS_09_10 but they went 

 28_HOS_08_12 but they were 

 28_HOS_13_01 But when he 

 28_HOS_08_04 by me they 

 28_HOS_12_03 by the heel 

 28_HOS_01_07 by the LORD 

 28_HOS_06_05 by the prophets 

 28_HOS_12_10 by the prophets 

 28_HOS_07_16 by the sword 

 28_HOS_13_16 by the sword 

 28_HOS_13_16 by the sword their 

 28_HOS_13_07 by the way 

 28_HOS_06_05 by the words 

 28_HOS_06_05 by the words of 

 28_HOS_01_06 call her name 

 28_HOS_01_04 call his name 

 28_HOS_01_09 call his name 

 28_HOS_11_01 called my son 

 28_HOS_11_07 called them to 

 28_HOS_11_07 called them to the 

 28_HOS_02_15 came up out 

 28_HOS_02_15 came up out of 

 28_HOS_06_11 captivity of my 

 28_HOS_06_11 captivity of my people 

 28_HOS_08_03 cast off the 

 28_HOS_08_05 cast thee off 

 28_HOS_09_17 cast them away 

 28_HOS_13_08 caul of their heart 

 28_HOS_13_08 caul of their heart 

 28_HOS_01_04 cause to cease 

 28_HOS_04_12 caused them to 

 28_HOS_04_12 caused them to err 

 28_HOS_13_16 child shall be 

 28_HOS_11_01 child then I 

 28_HOS_02_04 children for they 

 28_HOS_01_10 children of Israel 

 28_HOS_01_11 children of Israel 

 28_HOS_03_01 children of Israel 

 28_HOS_03_04 children of Israel 

 28_HOS_03_05 children of Israel 

 28_HOS_04_01 children of Israel 

 28_HOS_01_11 children of Israel be 

 28_HOS_04_01 children of Israel for 

 28_HOS_03_05 children of Israel return 

 28_HOS_01_10 children of Israel shall 

 28_HOS_03_04 children of Israel shall 

 28_HOS_03_01 children of Israel who 

 28_HOS_01_11 children of Judah 

 28_HOS_01_11 children of Judah and 

 28_HOS_01_02 children of whoredoms 

 28_HOS_02_04 children of whoredoms 

 28_HOS_08_14 cities and it 



 28_HOS_08_14 cities and it shall 

 28_HOS_06_04 cloud and as 

 28_HOS_06_04 cloud and as the 

 28_HOS_06_01 Come and let 

 28_HOS_06_01 Come and let us 

 28_HOS_09_04 come into the 

 28_HOS_09_04 come into the house 

 28_HOS_01_05 come to pass 

 28_HOS_01_10 come to pass 

 28_HOS_02_21 come to pass 

 28_HOS_02_21 come to pass in 

 28_HOS_01_10 come to pass that 

 28_HOS_06_03 come unto us 

 28_HOS_13_15 come up from 

 28_HOS_13_15 come up from the 

 28_HOS_10_08 come up on 

 28_HOS_01_11 come up out 

 28_HOS_01_11 come up out of 

 28_HOS_13_13 come upon him 

 28_HOS_07_01 cometh in and 

 28_HOS_04_10 commit whoredom and 

 28_HOS_04_13 commit whoredom and 

 28_HOS_01_06 conceived again and 

 28_HOS_01_06 conceived again and bare 

 28_HOS_01_03 conceived and bare 

 28_HOS_01_08 conceived and bare 

 28_HOS_01_08 conceived and bare a 

 28_HOS_04_01 controversy with the 

 28_HOS_02_22 corn and the 

 28_HOS_02_08 corn and wine 

 28_HOS_07_14 corn and wine 

 28_HOS_02_08 corn and wine and 

 28_HOS_02_09 corn in the 

 28_HOS_12_01 covenant with the 

 28_HOS_08_02 cry unto me 

 28_HOS_08_02 cry unto me My 

 28_HOS_10_07 cut off as 

 28_HOS_10_07 cut off as the 

 28_HOS_10_14 dashed in pieces 

 28_HOS_03_05 David their king 

 28_HOS_04_05 Day and the 

 28_HOS_10_14 day of battle 

 28_HOS_07_05 day of our 

 28_HOS_09_05 day of the 

 28_HOS_09_05 day of the feast 

 28_HOS_02_16 day saith the 

 28_HOS_02_16 day saith the LORD 

 28_HOS_01_05 day that I 

 28_HOS_02_03 day that she 

 28_HOS_02_15 day when she 

 28_HOS_02_18 day will I 

 28_HOS_02_18 day will I make 

 28_HOS_09_09 days of Gibeah 

 28_HOS_10_09 days of Gibeah 

 28_HOS_02_15 days of her 

 28_HOS_02_15 days of her youth 

 28_HOS_01_01 days of Jeroboam 

 28_HOS_01_01 days of Jeroboam the 

 28_HOS_12_09 days of the 

 28_HOS_01_01 days of Uzziah 

 28_HOS_01_01 days of Uzziah Jotham 

 28_HOS_03_03 days thou shalt 

 28_HOS_05_07 dealt treacherously against 

 28_HOS_06_07 dealt treacherously against 



 28_HOS_13_14 death I will 

 28_HOS_09_12 depart from them 

 28_HOS_01_02 departing from the 

 28_HOS_13_16 desolate for she 
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 28_HOS_01_01 Jotham Ahaz and 

 28_HOS_01_01 Jotham Ahaz and Hezekiah 

 28_HOS_05_05 Judah also shall 

 28_HOS_01_01 Judah and in 

 28_HOS_01_01 Judah and in the 

 28_HOS_01_11 Judah and the 

 28_HOS_01_11 Judah and the 

 28_HOS_01_11 Judah and the children 

 28_HOS_01_07 Judah and will 

 28_HOS_12_02 Judah and will 

 28_HOS_10_03 king do to us 

 28_HOS_10_03 king do to us 

 28_HOS_01_01 king of Israel 

 28_HOS_10_15 king of Israel 

 28_HOS_01_01 kings of Judah 

 28_HOS_01_01 kings of Judah And 

 28_HOS_08_04 knew it not 

 28_HOS_11_03 knew not that 

 28_HOS_02_08 know that I 

 28_HOS_02_20 know the LORD 

 28_HOS_06_03 know the LORD 

 28_HOS_07_09 knoweth it not 

 28_HOS_04_01 knowledge of God 

 28_HOS_04_03 land mourn and 

 28_HOS_11_11 land of Assyria and 

 28_HOS_02_15 land of Egypt 

 28_HOS_07_16 land of Egypt 

 28_HOS_11_05 land of Egypt 

 28_HOS_12_09 land of Egypt 

 28_HOS_13_04 land of Egypt 

 28_HOS_13_04 land of Egypt and 

 28_HOS_13_04 land of Egypt and 

 28_HOS_11_05 land of Egypt but 

 28_HOS_12_09 land of Egypt will 

 28_HOS_10_01 land they have 

 28_HOS_04_06 law of thy 

 28_HOS_04_10 left off to 

 28_HOS_04_04 Let no man 

 28_HOS_13_02 let the men 

 28_HOS_07_06 lie in wait 

 28_HOS_11_12 lies and the 

 28_HOS_09_11 like a bird 

 28_HOS_07_16 like a deceitful 

 28_HOS_07_16 like a deceitful bow 

 28_HOS_11_10 like a lion 

 28_HOS_13_08 like a lion 

 28_HOS_07_06 like an oven 

 28_HOS_05_14 lion and as a 

 28_HOS_08_10 little for the 

 28_HOS_01_04 little while and 

 28_HOS_01_04 little while and I 

 28_HOS_13_13 long in the 

 28_HOS_08_05 long will it 

 28_HOS_08_05 long will it be 

 28_HOS_03_05 LORD and his 

 28_HOS_14_09 LORD are right 

 28_HOS_08_01 LORD because they have 

 28_HOS_05_06 LORD but they 

 28_HOS_06_01 LORD for he 

 28_HOS_06_01 LORD for he hath 

 28_HOS_05_07 LORD For they 

 28_HOS_05_07 LORD for they have 

 28_HOS_12_05 LORD God of 

 28_HOS_12_05 LORD God of hosts 



 28_HOS_12_05 LORD God of hosts 

 28_HOS_04_01 Lord hath a 

 28_HOS_04_01 LORD hath a controversy 

 28_HOS_11_10 LORD he shall 

 28_HOS_02_21 LORD I will 

 28_HOS_12_05 LORD is his 

 28_HOS_09_04 LORD neither shall 

 28_HOS_12_14 LORD return unto 

 28_HOS_01_02 LORD said to 

 28_HOS_01_04 LORD said unto 

 28_HOS_01_04 LORD said unto him 

 28_HOS_01_01 LORD that came 

 28_HOS_01_07 LORD their God 

 28_HOS_03_05 LORD their God 

 28_HOS_07_10 LORD their God 

 28_HOS_01_07 LORD their God and 

 28_HOS_03_05 LORD their God and 

 28_HOS_07_10 LORD their God nor 

 28_HOS_12_09 LORD thy God 

 28_HOS_13_04 LORD thy God 

 28_HOS_14_01 LORD thy God 

 28_HOS_14_01 LORD thy God for 

 28_HOS_12_09 LORD thy God from 

 28_HOS_13_04 LORD thy God from 

 28_HOS_03_01 LORD toward the 

 28_HOS_03_01 LORD unto me 

 28_HOS_09_14 LORD what wilt 

 28_HOS_09_14 LORD what wilt thou 

 28_HOS_11_04 love and I 

 28_HOS_03_01 love of the 

 28_HOS_11_01 loved him and 

 28_HOS_09_07 mad for the 

 28_HOS_12_04 made supplication unto 

 28_HOS_13_02 made them molten 

 28_HOS_13_02 made them molten images 

 28_HOS_02_18 make a covenant 

 28_HOS_12_01 make a covenant 

 28_HOS_12_01 make a covenant with 

 28_HOS_11_08 make thee as 

 28_HOS_12_09 make thee to 

 28_HOS_09_07 man is mad 

 28_HOS_03_03 man so will 

 28_HOS_03_03 man so will I 

 28_HOS_03_03 many days thou 

 28_HOS_03_03 many days thou shalt 

 28_HOS_08_04 may be cut 

 28_HOS_08_04 may be cut off 

 28_HOS_13_10 me a king 

 28_HOS_11_12 me about with 

 28_HOS_02_12 me and I 

 28_HOS_02_12 me and I will 

 28_HOS_02_19 me for ever 

 28_HOS_05_03 me for now 

 28_HOS_13_04 me for there 

 28_HOS_02_23 me in the 

 28_HOS_08_02 me my God 

 28_HOS_02_13 me saith the 

 28_HOS_02_13 me saith the LORD 

 28_HOS_04_07 me therefore will 

 28_HOS_04_07 me therefore will I 

 28_HOS_08_04 me They have 

 28_HOS_07_14 me with their 

 28_HOS_11_04 meat unto them 

 28_HOS_02_23 mercy and I 



 28_HOS_02_23 mercy and I will 

 28_HOS_12_06 mercy and judgment 

 28_HOS_06_06 mercy and not 

 28_HOS_06_06 mercy and not sacrifice 

 28_HOS_02_04 mercy upon her 

 28_HOS_02_23 mercy upon her 

 28_HOS_01_07 mercy upon the 

 28_HOS_01_06 mercy upon the house 

 28_HOS_01_07 mercy upon the house 

 28_HOS_11_09 midst of thee 

 28_HOS_11_09 midst of thee and 

 28_HOS_05_04 midst of them 

 28_HOS_05_04 midst of them and 

 28_HOS_13_11 mine anger and 

 28_HOS_08_05 mine anger is 

 28_HOS_14_04 mine anger is 

 28_HOS_11_08 mine heart is 

 28_HOS_11_08 mine heart is turned 

 28_HOS_02_05 mine oil and 

 28_HOS_12_10 ministry of the 

 28_HOS_13_02 molten images of 

 28_HOS_13_02 more and more 

 28_HOS_02_17 more be remembered 

 28_HOS_06_03 morning and he 

 28_HOS_06_04 morning cloud and 

 28_HOS_13_03 morning cloud and 

 28_HOS_06_04 morning cloud and as 

 28_HOS_13_03 morning cloud and as 

 28_HOS_02_17 mouth and they 

 28_HOS_10_01 multitude of his 

 28_HOS_09_07 multitude of thine 

 28_HOS_10_13 multitude of thy 

 28_HOS_06_09 murder in the 

 28_HOS_02_05 my bread and my 

 28_HOS_08_01 my covenant and 

 28_HOS_05_15 my face in 

 28_HOS_09_08 my God but the 

 28_HOS_09_08 my God but the 

 28_HOS_06_05 my mouth and 

 28_HOS_07_12 my net upon 

 28_HOS_02_23 my people and 

 28_HOS_04_08 my people and 

 28_HOS_01_09 my people and I 

 28_HOS_02_23 my people and they 

 28_HOS_04_06 my people are 

 28_HOS_11_07 my people are 

 28_HOS_01_10 my people there 

 28_HOS_02_23 my people thou 

 28_HOS_02_05 my wool and 

 28_HOS_02_09 my wool and 

 28_HOS_02_05 my wool and my 

 28_HOS_02_09 my wool and my 

 28_HOS_05_10 my wrath upon 

 28_HOS_09_04 neither shall they 

 28_HOS_09_04 neither shall they be 

 28_HOS_02_11 new moons and 

 28_HOS_04_05 night and I 

 28_HOS_04_05 night and I will 

 28_HOS_07_06 night in the 

 28_HOS_04_04 no man strive nor 

 28_HOS_04_04 no man strive nor 

 28_HOS_02_17 no more be 

 28_HOS_02_17 no more be remembered 

 28_HOS_02_10 none shall deliver 



 28_HOS_08_04 not by me 

 28_HOS_09_04 not come into 

 28_HOS_09_04 not come into the 

 28_HOS_09_03 not dwell in 

 28_HOS_09_03 not dwell in the 

 28_HOS_11_09 not enter into 

 28_HOS_11_09 not enter into the 

 28_HOS_05_06 not find him 

 28_HOS_02_04 not have mercy 

 28_HOS_05_03 not hid from 

 28_HOS_02_08 not know that 

 28_HOS_05_04 not known the 

 28_HOS_01_09 not my people 

 28_HOS_01_10 not my people 

 28_HOS_01_09 not my people and 

 28_HOS_01_10 not my people there 

 28_HOS_02_23 not obtained mercy 

 28_HOS_08_04 not of their 

 28_HOS_02_07 not overtake them 

 28_HOS_10_09 not overtake them 

 28_HOS_11_09 not return to 

 28_HOS_01_07 not save them 

 28_HOS_14_03 not save us 

 28_HOS_10_03 not the Lord 

 28_HOS_07_16 not to the 

 28_HOS_08_08 now shall they 

 28_HOS_10_02 now shall they 

 28_HOS_08_08 now shall they be 

 28_HOS_10_02 now shall they be 

 28_HOS_04_16 Now the LORD 

 28_HOS_01_08 Now when she 

 28_HOS_02_10 Now will I 

 28_HOS_08_10 Now will I 

 28_HOS_01_10 number of the 

 28_HOS_01_10 number of the children 

 28_HOS_05_01 O house of 

 28_HOS_10_09 O Israel Thou 

 28_HOS_13_09 O Israel Thou 

 28_HOS_10_09 O Israel thou hast 

 28_HOS_13_09 O Israel thou hast 

 28_HOS_11_04 of a man 

 28_HOS_11_04 of a man with 

 28_HOS_11_11 of Assyria And 

 28_HOS_11_11 of Assyria and I 

 28_HOS_03_02 of barley and 

 28_HOS_11_11 of Egypt and 

 28_HOS_12_13 of Egypt and 

 28_HOS_13_04 of Egypt and 

 28_HOS_11_05 of Egypt but 

 28_HOS_12_09 of Egypt will 

 28_HOS_13_12 of Ephraim is 

 28_HOS_07_01 of Ephraim was 

 28_HOS_09_09 of Gibeah therefore he 

 28_HOS_09_09 of Gibeah therefore he 

 28_HOS_04_01 of God in 

 28_HOS_06_06 of God more 

 28_HOS_02_18 of heaven and 

 28_HOS_02_10 of her lovers 

 28_HOS_13_08 of her whelps 

 28_HOS_13_08 of her whelps and 

 28_HOS_02_15 of her youth and 

 28_HOS_09_08 of his God 

 28_HOS_10_01 of his land 

 28_HOS_10_06 of his own 



 28_HOS_12_05 of hosts the 

 28_HOS_12_05 of hosts the LORD 

 28_HOS_05_01 of Israel and 

 28_HOS_01_11 of Israel be 

 28_HOS_01_06 of Israel but 

 28_HOS_04_01 of Israel for 

 28_HOS_04_01 of Israel for the 

 28_HOS_05_09 of Israel have 

 28_HOS_01_05 of Israel in 

 28_HOS_01_05 of Israel in the 

 28_HOS_03_05 of Israel return 

 28_HOS_01_10 of Israel shall 

 28_HOS_03_04 of Israel shall 

 28_HOS_03_04 of Israel shall 

 28_HOS_01_10 of Israel shall be 

 28_HOS_10_08 of Israel shall be 

 28_HOS_06_10 of Israel There 

 28_HOS_06_10 of Israel There is 

 28_HOS_03_01 of Israel who 

 28_HOS_11_12 of Israel with 

 28_HOS_13_02 of it The 

 28_HOS_01_04 of Jehu and 

 28_HOS_01_01 of Jeroboam the 

 28_HOS_01_01 of Jeroboam the son 

 28_HOS_01_01 of Joash king 

 28_HOS_01_01 of Joash king of 

 28_HOS_01_01 of Judah and 

 28_HOS_01_07 of Judah and 

 28_HOS_01_11 of Judah and 

 28_HOS_01_01 of Judah and in 

 28_HOS_01_11 of Judah and the 

 28_HOS_01_07 of Judah and will 

 28_HOS_05_12 of Judah as 

 28_HOS_05_10 of Judah were 

 28_HOS_11_04 of love and I 

 28_HOS_02_10 of mine hand 

 28_HOS_06_05 of my mouth 

 28_HOS_04_08 of my people 

 28_HOS_06_11 of my people 

 28_HOS_04_08 of my people and 

 28_HOS_14_03 of our hands Ye 

 28_HOS_14_03 of our hands Ye 

 28_HOS_14_02 of our lips 

 28_HOS_07_01 of Samaria for 

 28_HOS_08_06 of Samaria shall 

 28_HOS_10_05 of Samaria shall 

 28_HOS_08_06 of Samaria shall be 

 28_HOS_03_02 of silver and 

 28_HOS_12_12 of Syria and 

 28_HOS_01_10 of the children 

 28_HOS_01_10 of the children of 

 28_HOS_02_18 of the earth 

 28_HOS_02_18 of the earth and 

 28_HOS_09_05 of the feast 

 28_HOS_09_05 of the feast of 

 28_HOS_02_12 of the field 

 28_HOS_02_18 of the field 

 28_HOS_04_03 of the field 

 28_HOS_10_04 of the field 

 28_HOS_02_18 of the field and 

 28_HOS_04_03 of the field and 

 28_HOS_02_12 of the field shall 

 28_HOS_12_11 of the fields 

 28_HOS_13_03 of the floor 



 28_HOS_13_14 of the grave 

 28_HOS_13_14 of the grave I 

 28_HOS_02_18 of the ground 

 28_HOS_02_18 of the ground and 

 28_HOS_07_12 of the heaven 

 28_HOS_01_04 of the house 

 28_HOS_01_04 of the house of 

 28_HOS_05_01 of the king 

 28_HOS_08_10 of the king 

 28_HOS_05_01 of the king for 

 28_HOS_08_10 of the king of 

 28_HOS_01_11 of the land 

 28_HOS_02_15 of the land 

 28_HOS_04_01 of the land 

 28_HOS_11_11 of the land 

 28_HOS_01_11 of the land for 

 28_HOS_02_15 of the land of 

 28_HOS_11_11 of the land of 

 28_HOS_01_10 of the living 

 28_HOS_01_10 of the living God 

 28_HOS_01_01 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_01_02 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_03_01 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_04_01 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_08_01 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_09_04 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_09_05 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_13_15 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_14_09 of the LORD 

 28_HOS_14_09 of the LORD are 

 28_HOS_08_01 of the LORD because 

 28_HOS_01_02 of the LORD by 

 28_HOS_13_15 of the LORD shall 

 28_HOS_01_01 of the LORD that 

 28_HOS_03_01 of the LORD toward 

 28_HOS_04_01 of the LORD ye 

 28_HOS_04_13 of the mountains 

 28_HOS_04_13 of the mountains and 

 28_HOS_12_10 of the prophets 

 28_HOS_01_10 of the sea 

 28_HOS_04_03 of the sea 

 28_HOS_01_02 of the word of 

 28_HOS_11_09 of thee and 

 28_HOS_11_09 of thee and I 

 28_HOS_09_15 of their doings 

 28_HOS_13_08 of their heart 

 28_HOS_11_06 of their own 

 28_HOS_04_19 of their sacrifices 

 28_HOS_08_04 of their silver 

 28_HOS_13_02 of their silver 

 28_HOS_08_04 of their silver and 

 28_HOS_13_02 of their silver and 

 28_HOS_05_02 of them all 

 28_HOS_05_04 of them and 

 28_HOS_05_04 of them and they 

 28_HOS_06_08 of them that 

 28_HOS_06_08 of them that work 

 28_HOS_09_07 of thine iniquity 

 28_HOS_04_06 of thy God 

 28_HOS_01_01 of Uzziah Jotham 

 28_HOS_01_01 of Uzziah Jotham Ahaz 

 28_HOS_13_10 of whom thou 

 28_HOS_10_07 off as the 

 28_HOS_03_01 other gods and 



 28_HOS_07_05 out his hand 

 28_HOS_07_05 out his hand with 

 28_HOS_11_01 out of Egypt 

 28_HOS_11_11 out of Egypt 

 28_HOS_12_13 out of Egypt 

 28_HOS_11_11 out of Egypt and 

 28_HOS_12_13 out of Egypt and 

 28_HOS_02_02 out of her 

 28_HOS_02_17 out of her 

 28_HOS_02_10 out of mine 

 28_HOS_09_15 out of mine 

 28_HOS_02_10 out of mine hand 

 28_HOS_09_15 out of mine house 

 28_HOS_01_11 out of the 

 28_HOS_02_15 out of the 

 28_HOS_02_18 out of the 

 28_HOS_11_11 out of the 

 28_HOS_13_03 out of the 

 28_HOS_02_18 out of the earth 

 28_HOS_01_11 out of the land 

 28_HOS_02_15 out of the land 

 28_HOS_11_11 out of the land 

 28_HOS_10_11 out the corn 

 28_HOS_10_05 over it and 

 28_HOS_01_05 pass at that 

 28_HOS_01_05 pass at that day 

 28_HOS_02_21 pass in that 

 28_HOS_02_21 pass in that day 

 28_HOS_01_10 pass that in 

 28_HOS_01_10 pass that in the 

 28_HOS_13_03 passeth away as 

 28_HOS_10_14 people And all 

 28_HOS_01_09 people and I 

 28_HOS_01_09 people and I will 

 28_HOS_02_23 people and they 

 28_HOS_04_08 people and they 

 28_HOS_02_23 people and they shall 

 28_HOS_10_10 people shall be 

 28_HOS_13_16 pieces and their 

 28_HOS_03_02 pieces of silver 

 28_HOS_03_02 pieces of silver and 

 28_HOS_11_11 place them in 

 28_HOS_01_10 place where it 

 28_HOS_01_10 place where it was 

 28_HOS_09_13 planted in a 

 28_HOS_03_03 play the harlot 

 28_HOS_04_15 play the harlot 

 28_HOS_02_05 played the harlot 

 28_HOS_06_08 polluted with blood 

 28_HOS_05_10 pour out my 

 28_HOS_13_14 power of the 

 28_HOS_13_14 power of the grave 

 28_HOS_12_03 power with God 

 28_HOS_05_05 pride of Israel 

 28_HOS_07_10 pride of Israel 

 28_HOS_04_09 priest and I 

 28_HOS_04_09 priest and I will 

 28_HOS_08_04 princes And I 

 28_HOS_05_10 princes of Judah 

 28_HOS_09_07 prophet is a 

 28_HOS_09_08 prophet is a 

 28_HOS_12_14 provoked him to 

 28_HOS_02_02 put away her 

 28_HOS_11_05 refused to return 



 28_HOS_08_13 remember their iniquity 

 28_HOS_08_13 remember their iniquity and 

 28_HOS_11_05 return into the 

 28_HOS_11_05 return into the land 

 28_HOS_08_13 return to Egypt 

 28_HOS_09_03 return to Egypt 

 28_HOS_02_07 return to my 

 28_HOS_05_15 return to my 

 28_HOS_07_10 return to the 

 28_HOS_06_01 return unto the 

 28_HOS_14_01 return unto the 

 28_HOS_06_01 return unto the LORD 

 28_HOS_14_01 return unto the LORD 

 28_HOS_02_19 righteousness and in 

 28_HOS_06_06 sacrifice and the 

 28_HOS_02_05 said I will 

 28_HOS_02_05 said I will go 

 28_HOS_03_01 said The LORD 

 28_HOS_03_01 said the LORD unto 

 28_HOS_02_12 said These are 

 28_HOS_03_03 said unto her 

 28_HOS_01_04 said unto him 

 28_HOS_01_06 said unto him 

 28_HOS_01_04 said unto him Call 

 28_HOS_01_06 said unto him Call 

 28_HOS_01_10 said unto them 

 28_HOS_01_10 said unto them Ye 

 28_HOS_01_10 said unto them Ye 

 28_HOS_02_13 saith the LORD 

 28_HOS_02_16 saith the LORD 

 28_HOS_02_21 saith the LORD 

 28_HOS_11_11 saith the LORD 

 28_HOS_02_21 saith the LORD I 

 28_HOS_02_16 saith the LORD that 

 28_HOS_08_06 Samaria shall be 

 28_HOS_01_10 sand of the 

 28_HOS_01_10 sand of the sea 

 28_HOS_13_10 save thee in 

 28_HOS_14_03 save us we 

 28_HOS_14_03 save us we will 

 28_HOS_02_07 say I will 

 28_HOS_02_07 say I will go 

 28_HOS_02_23 say Thou art 

 28_HOS_10_08 say to the 

 28_HOS_10_08 say to the mountains 

 28_HOS_14_02 say unto him 

 28_HOS_14_02 say unto him Take 

 28_HOS_10_03 say We have 

 28_HOS_14_08 say What have 

 28_HOS_02_01 say ye unto 

 28_HOS_01_10 sea which cannot 

 28_HOS_01_10 sea which cannot be 

 28_HOS_04_06 seeing thou hast 

 28_HOS_05_15 seek my face 

 28_HOS_03_05 seek the LORD 

 28_HOS_05_06 seek the LORD 

 28_HOS_10_12 seek the LORD 

 28_HOS_03_05 seek the LORD their 

 28_HOS_08_14 send a fire 

 28_HOS_08_14 send a fire upon 

 28_HOS_11_08 set thee as 

 28_HOS_10_06 shall be also 

 28_HOS_01_10 shall be as 

 28_HOS_13_03 shall be as 



 28_HOS_14_06 shall be as 

 28_HOS_14_07 shall be as 

 28_HOS_01_10 shall be as the 

 28_HOS_13_03 shall be as the 

 28_HOS_14_06 shall be as the 

 28_HOS_14_07 shall be as the 

 28_HOS_04_19 shall be ashamed 

 28_HOS_10_06 shall be ashamed 

 28_HOS_10_06 shall be ashamed of 

 28_HOS_02_16 shall be at 

 28_HOS_02_16 shall be at that 

 28_HOS_08_06 shall be broken 

 28_HOS_08_06 shall be broken in 

 28_HOS_13_16 shall be dashed 

 28_HOS_05_09 shall be desolate 

 28_HOS_05_09 shall be desolate in 

 28_HOS_10_08 shall be destroyed 

 28_HOS_10_10 shall be gathered 

 28_HOS_11_05 shall be his 

 28_HOS_09_06 shall be in 

 28_HOS_09_06 shall be in their 

 28_HOS_04_09 shall be like 

 28_HOS_01_10 shall be said 

 28_HOS_10_14 shall be spoiled 

 28_HOS_04_03 shall be taken 

 28_HOS_04_03 shall be taken away 

 28_HOS_07_16 shall be their 

 28_HOS_09_04 shall be unto 

 28_HOS_08_11 shall be unto him 

 28_HOS_09_04 shall be unto them 

 28_HOS_09_16 shall bear no 

 28_HOS_10_02 shall break down 

 28_HOS_09_13 shall bring forth 

 28_HOS_08_01 shall come as 

 28_HOS_01_05 shall come to 

 28_HOS_01_10 shall come to 

 28_HOS_02_21 shall come to 

 28_HOS_01_05 shall come to pass 

 28_HOS_01_10 shall come to pass 

 28_HOS_02_21 shall come to pass 

 28_HOS_06_03 shall come unto 

 28_HOS_01_11 shall come up 

 28_HOS_10_08 shall come up 

 28_HOS_13_15 shall come up 

 28_HOS_10_08 shall come up on 

 28_HOS_01_11 shall come up out 

 28_HOS_13_13 shall come upon 

 28_HOS_13_13 shall come upon him 

 28_HOS_04_10 shall commit whoredom 

 28_HOS_04_13 shall commit whoredom 

 28_HOS_04_10 shall commit whoredom and 

 28_HOS_04_10 shall commit whoredom and 

 28_HOS_04_13 shall commit whoredom and 

 28_HOS_08_02 shall cry unto 

 28_HOS_08_14 shall devour the 

 28_HOS_08_14 shall devour the palaces 

 28_HOS_04_10 shall eat and 

 28_HOS_04_10 shall eat and not 

 28_HOS_02_12 shall eat them 

 28_HOS_09_02 shall fail in 

 28_HOS_07_16 shall fall by 

 28_HOS_13_16 shall fall by 

 28_HOS_07_16 shall fall by the 

 28_HOS_13_16 shall fall by the 



 28_HOS_05_05 shall fall with 

 28_HOS_05_05 shall fall with them 

 28_HOS_10_05 shall fear because 

 28_HOS_10_05 shall fear because of 

 28_HOS_09_11 shall fly away 

 28_HOS_02_07 shall follow after 

 28_HOS_05_06 shall go with 

 28_HOS_12_14 shall he leave 

 28_HOS_02_22 shall hear the 

 28_HOS_06_04 shall I do 

 28_HOS_06_04 shall I do unto 

 28_HOS_09_07 shall know it 

 28_HOS_14_09 shall know them 

 28_HOS_02_17 shall no more 

 28_HOS_02_17 shall no more be 

 28_HOS_09_12 shall not be 

 28_HOS_09_04 shall not come 

 28_HOS_09_04 shall not come into 

 28_HOS_09_03 shall not dwell 

 28_HOS_02_06 shall not find 

 28_HOS_02_07 shall not find 

 28_HOS_05_06 shall not find 

 28_HOS_05_06 shall not find him 

 28_HOS_02_07 shall not overtake 

 28_HOS_11_05 shall not return 

 28_HOS_09_06 shall possess them 

 28_HOS_08_07 shall reap the 

 28_HOS_08_13 shall return to 

 28_HOS_09_03 shall return to 

 28_HOS_08_13 shall return to Egypt 

 28_HOS_02_23 shall say Thou 

 28_HOS_10_08 shall say to 

 28_HOS_10_08 shall say to the 

 28_HOS_14_08 shall say What 

 28_HOS_01_11 shall the children 

 28_HOS_03_05 shall the children 

 28_HOS_01_11 shall the children of 

 28_HOS_03_05 shall the children of 

 28_HOS_10_15 shall the king 

 28_HOS_04_03 shall the land 

 28_HOS_04_03 shall the land mourn 

 28_HOS_08_08 shall they be 

 28_HOS_09_04 shall they be 

 28_HOS_10_02 shall they be 

 28_HOS_11_10 shall walk after 

 28_HOS_11_10 shall walk after the 

 28_HOS_14_09 shall walk in 

 28_HOS_06_03 shall we know 

 28_HOS_08_07 shall yield no 

 28_HOS_02_16 shalt call me 

 28_HOS_03_03 shalt not be 

 28_HOS_09_10 shame and their 

 28_HOS_09_10 shame and their abominations 

 28_HOS_01_06 she conceived again 

 28_HOS_01_06 she conceived again and 

 28_HOS_01_08 she conceived and 

 28_HOS_01_08 she conceived and bare 

 28_HOS_01_08 she had weaned 

 28_HOS_02_05 she said I 
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